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human semiosis, so this is not the place. -
Jamant, it seems to me that you do not quite

understand me. I suggest that you return home to
the original world, but you must agree to the

condition. - On what terms? The Great Moretz
hesitated. It was clear that he was trying to find
arguments against, but apparently he simply did

not know what to answer. - Then listen. He
looked around the huge hall paved with marble

and stopped at the dark draperies in the far
corner. In the next moment, a shadow flickered
in them and... The debutante with the cart was
lost in the crowd. Ursula trudged along behind

her, unable to rid herself of the unreality of what
was happening. Finally, she looked around. The
room, illuminated by the uneven light of torches,
resembled an arena, decorated with various bas-
reliefs and paintings. Along the walls, on tripods,

there were small square screens with bright
green light. A string of windows, glowing with a
soft, warm light, were drawn from the openings
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of tall doors at the far end of the hall to where
the ceiling had been. Ursula noticed several rows

of spectators standing against the far wall and
covered with white pieces of cloth. Her hand

was tired, and she, accompanied by the look of
two strange eyes, not knowing what to expect,
moved after the cart. Golden straps clicked.
Without turning around, Ursula thought she

heard a thin, annoying rumble, like the sound of
a waterfall and the rustle of leaves. In the next

moment, the cart passed the section with
benches, went around it and climbed out. She

stood in the middle of a wide street, framed on
both sides by rows of neat one-story houses. A
fire crackled above a small covered shed, and
above it hung two large sooty cauldrons filled
with some thick dark liquid. On the left was a

fence, behind which a field began, covered with
green grass. Directly overhead, under the

branches of a sprawling tree, was a balcony that
offered a magnificent view of the city. Behind

the fence, away from the street, there were
garden buildings. Ursala saw in the distance

several small barns surrounded by a high, blank
fence. Wide stone steps, covered with soft, worn
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red grass, led up to the house. A branched tree
hung over her, casting a shadow
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